MATHEMATICAL MODELLING AND SIMULATION OF A NOVEL HYDRAULIC VARIABLE VALVE TIMING SYSTEM
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Abstract
This paper explores deep into the mathematical modelling and simulation of a novel hydraulic variable valve timing (VVT) system. Considering the structure of the target system and the influencing factors of valve motions, the mathematical models were established for oil compressibility, pressure loss of pipeline, oil cylinder of cam, oil cylinder and buffer mechanism of the valve, oil cylinder of regulator, and the oil supply. On this basis, a simulation model was established on AMESim to analyse and optimize the motion parameters of the hydraulic VVT system. Finally, the simulated results were compared with early test results. The comparison shows that the simulated results are in good agreement with the test results, indicating that our simulation model is highly reliable. The research findings lay a solid basis for parameter analysis and optimization of VVT systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In variable valve timing (VVT), the valve is adjusted reasonably according to the change of engine operations, aiming to improve the engine power, reduce fuel consumption and slash exhaust emissions [1-5]. Many VVT systems, especially those of variable camshaft timing (VCT), have been widely applied.

The most representative VVT systems include Toyota’s VVT-i (variable valve timing with intelligence) and Ford’s VCT (variable camshaft timing). But neither of them can change the duration angle and maximum lift according to engine speed [6, 7]. BMW’s Valvetronic and VANOS (VARiable NOckenwellen Steuerung) systems can continuously regulate the valve timing and maximum lift, and fully satisfy the requirements on valve timing. However, the systems are too costly and complex in structure [8]. Honda’s VTEC (variable valve timing & lift electronic control), Audi’s AVS (Audi valve-lift system) and MIVEC (Mitsubishi innovative valve timing electronic control system) rely on a variable cam mechanism containing two or three cams. The mechanism can only realize optimal valve timing at two or three engine speeds, failing to achieve continuous VVT at different engine speeds. Fiat’s 3D cam mechanism can regulate valve timing and maximum lift by changing the contact position between the cam and the follower. The mechanism has not been effectively applied, because the point contact between the two components is prone to serious wear. In addition, the single spring electro-hydraulic VVT system developed by Lotus can adjust the valve timing and maximum lift in the light of engine operations. Besides high cost and complex structure, the said system controls each valve separately and requires fast electromagnetic response [9-12].

The modelling of hydraulic VVT system has attracted much attention from the academia. Khajepour et al. put forward a novel hydraulic VVT system, built a mathematical model of the system, and relied on the model to analyse the repeatability and reliability of valve adjustment [13-16]. Wong et al. simulated an electro-hydraulic fully VVT system on
MATLAB, and examined the features of valve adjustment [17, 18]. Xie et al. developed a hydraulic VVT system, and established differential equations to explore the pressure fluctuations, cam design and valve motions of the system [19]. Many other scholars have also probed deep into the modelling of hydraulic VVT system [20-22].

The significance of mathematical modelling and simulation of hydraulic VVT system has been widely recognized: the established models and simulation results provide insights into valve motions, and facilitates the optimization of system structure, laying a solid basis for improving the theories and performance of hydraulic VVT system [23-25].

In this paper, mathematical modelling and simulation are performed on a cam-driven hydraulic volume-adjustable continuous VVT system. Compared with existing VVT systems, the target system, despite its simple structure, can adjust the valve phase and lift continuously, thereby improving engine performance. According to early tests and analyses, the valve motions in the system are under the complex impacts from multiple factors, including oil compression, pressure fluctuations, adjustment performance and seating features.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the composition and working principle of the target VVT system; Sections 3 and 4 establish mathematical and simulation models of the said system, respectively; Section 5 compares the simulation results with test results; Section 6 puts forward the conclusions.

2. HYDRAULIC VVT SYSTEM

As shown in Fig. 1, the target hydraulic VVT system mainly consists of a cam assembly, a valve assembly, a regulator assembly, a seating snubber, and an oil supply. During the system operation, the camshaft drives the oil cylinder of cam; the driving force is hydraulically transmitted to drive the oil cylinder of valve, which then kicks off valve motions. The working principle of the target hydraulic VVT system is given below Fig. 1.

When the cam is on the base circle, the plunger of the regulator lies at the very front of the oil cylinder. At the beginning of the lift phase, the oil cylinder of cam starts to pump oil. Because the oil pressure designed for starting the rear spring of the regulator is smaller than that for the valve spring, the oil will flow into the oil cylinder of regulator first, and the flow will continue until the plunger is stopped by the limit rod. Meanwhile, the valve will remain stationary, i.e. the leading angle of the valve will be reduced. As the cam continues to rotate, the oil pressure will further increase. Then, the driving force from the oil cylinder of valve will overcome the preload of the valve spring, and force open the valve. The degree of opening will gradually increase until the end of the lift phase.

The working order is reversed in the return phase. Because the oil pressure designed for starting the valve spring is greater than that of the rear spring of the regulator, the oil will flow back from the oil cylinder of valve, and the lift of the valve will gradually decrease. Once the valve falls back to a certain height, the seating snubber will be activated to ensure the stable seating of the valve. The cam will continue to rotate after the valve is seated. The oil in the oil cylinder of regulator will begin to flow back under the push of the rear spring of the regulator.
The flow back will not end until the cam returns to the base circle. Meanwhile, the valve will remain stationary, i.e. the lagging angle of the valve will be reduced.

Obviously, the continuous adjustment of valve phase can be achieved by properly adjusting the position of the limit rod in the regulator: after the adjustment, the operator can control the oil volume flowing into the oil cylinder of regulator, which in turn regulates the time and volume of the oil enters and exiting the oil cylinder of valve.

The crank angle-valve lift curves at the engine speed of 1,500 rpm (i.e. the camshaft speed of 750 rpm) were obtained in early tests on valve phase adjustment, and presented in Fig. 2, where A is the distance from the front end of the regulator to the limit rod, i.e. the adjustable range of the regulator. With the growth in the adjustable range, the leading angle, lagging angle and duration angle of the valve all exhibited a gradual decline, so did the lift of the valve.

Figure 2: The crank angle-valve lift curves.

3. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING

Considering the structure of the target hydraulic VVT system and the influencing factors of valve motions, this section set up mathematical models for oil compressibility, pressure loss of pipeline, oil cylinder of cam, oil cylinder and buffer mechanism of the valve, oil cylinder of regulator, and the oil supply [26-28].

3.1 Mathematical model for oil compressibility

In hydraulic transmission, the oil is often simply treated as incompressible. In the hydraulic VVT system, however, the oil must be considered as a compressible fluid. Oil compressibility refers to the volume change of the oil under pressure. With the variation in oil pressure, the change of oil volume $\Delta V$ can be calculated by:

$$\Delta V = -\frac{\Delta P}{\beta} V$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where, $V$ is the original volume of the oil; $\Delta P$ is the pressure change; $\beta$ is the effective bulk elastic modulus of the oil.

As shown in Eq. (1), the change of oil volume has a significant impact on the actual phase and lift of the valve, for the total oil volume $V$ in different parts of the system (including pipeline, oil cylinder of regulator, oil cylinder of cam and oil cylinder of valve) is far greater than the effective volume of the oil cylinder of cam. Therefore, the oil compressibility is non-negligible in the hydraulic VVT system.
3.2 Mathematical model for pipeline pressure loss

The pressure loss $\Delta p$ of system pipeline is made up of the on-way pressure loss $\Delta p_{\lambda 1}$ and local pressure loss $\Delta p_{\lambda 2}$:

$$\Delta p = \Delta p_{\lambda 1} + \Delta p_{\lambda 2}$$

(2)

The on-way pressure loss, induced by the internal and external frictions acting on the flowing oil, can be calculated by:

$$\Delta p_{\lambda 1} = k_{\lambda 1} \frac{l_g}{d_g} \frac{\rho v^2}{2}$$

(3)

where, $\rho$ is oil density; $d_g$ is pipeline diameter; $l_g$ is pipeline length; $v$ is flow velocity; $k_{\lambda 1}$ is the on-way resistance coefficient.

The local pressure loss is resulted from the collisions and fierce frictions between oil particles and between oil particle and pipeline wall, when local vortices are formed due to the sudden changes in flow direction and speed at the local obstacles (e.g. bend, joint, and sudden expansion/contraction of pipeline cross-section). The local pressure loss of the flowing oil can be calculated by:

$$\Delta p_{\lambda 2} = \xi \frac{\rho v^2}{2}$$

(4)

where, $\xi$ is the local resistance coefficient.

3.3 Mathematical model for the oil cylinder of cam

According to the continuity equation of fluids, the flow change $Q_t$ induced by plunger motions in the oil cylinder of cam can be described as:

$$Q_t = \frac{dx}{dt} = \frac{\pi d_t^2}{4} \frac{\rho(p_t)}{\rho(0)}$$

(5)

where, $x_t = f(n)$ is the displacement of cam plunger, which is related to cam profile and cam speed; $d_t$ is the diameter of cam plunger; $p_t$ is the instantaneous pressure in the oil cylinder of cam; $\rho(p)$ is the oil density at the pressure $p$.

Through force analysis on cam plunger, the force balance equation can be obtained as:

$$F - f_{t0} - k_t x_t - p_t \frac{\pi d_t^2}{4} - m_t \frac{d^2 x_t}{dt} = 0$$

(6)

where, $F$ is the force between cam plunger and cam; $f_{t0}$ and $k_t$ are the preload and stiffness of the spring of cam plunger, respectively; $m_t$ is the mass of cam plunger.

3.4 Mathematical models for oil cylinder and buffer mechanism of the valve

There is a buffer mechanism at the bottom of the oil cylinder of valve. As shown in Fig. 3, the buffer mechanism consists of a check valve and a conical buffer device in the cylinder. The valve plunger is rigidly connected to the valve, so that the two components obey the same law of motions.

During the valve opening process, the oil in the main oil-way flows into the oil cylinder of valve via the check valve and the side oil-way, and drives the motions of valve plunger; the side oil-way has the same pressure as the main oil-way: ($p_q = p_z$).

During the valve closing process, the check valve is closed, and the oil in the oil cylinder of valve flows into the main oil-way through the side oil-way. As the valve approaches the seat, the flow area reduces between the conical plunger and the buffer hole, creating a conical
buffer segment. Then, the pressure in the oil cylinder of valve increases \( (p_q < p_z) \), forcing the valve plunger to slow down and ensuring the stable seating of the valve.

For the oil cylinder and buffer mechanism of the valve, different mathematical models should be constructed depending on the relative position between the valve and the conical buffer segment, because the buffer mechanism acts differently on the valve when the valve is outside or inside the conical buffer segment.

Figure 3: Oil cylinder and buffer mechanism of the valve.

(1) Mathematical model when the valve is outside the conical buffer segment

From valve opening through valve closing to the start of buffering, the flow change \( Q_q \) in the oil cylinder of valve can be defined as:

\[
Q_q = \frac{dx_q}{dt} = \frac{\pi d_q^2}{4} \rho \left( \frac{p_q}{\rho(0)} \right) \tag{7}
\]

where, \( x_q \) is the displacement of valve plunger, i.e. the valve displacement; \( d_q \) is the diameter of valve plunger; \( p_q \) is the instantaneous pressure in the oil cylinder of valve. During the said period, \( p_q \) is equal to the side oil-way pressure: \( p_q = p_z \).

Through force analysis on valve assembly, the force balance equation can be obtained as:

\[
\frac{\pi d_q^2}{4} \rho \frac{d^2 x_q}{dt^2} = f_{q0} - k_q x_q = 0 \tag{8}
\]

where, \( m_q \) is the mass of valve assembly; \( f_{q0} \) and \( k_q \) are the preload and stiffness of the spring of valve assembly, respectively.

(2) Mathematical model when the valve is inside the conical buffer segment

The valve enters the conical buffer segment, when the cone flange of valve plunger moves close to the buffer hole at the bottom of the oil cylinder of valve. Then, the throttling of the check valve brings a pressure difference between the oil cylinder of valve and the side oil-way \( (p_q \neq p_z) \). Under the pressure difference, the pressure in the oil cylinder of valve will rise, forcing the valve plunger to slow down. Let \( c_r = (d_h - d_q)/2 \) be the minimum buffer gap and \( A_q \) be the cross-sectional area of flow.

Then, the relationship between the flow in the oil cylinder of valve \( Q_q \), the pressure in the oil cylinder of valve \( p_q \) and the pressure in the side oil-way \( p_z \) can be established as:

\[
Q_q = \frac{dx_q}{dt} = \frac{\pi d_q^2}{4} \rho \left( \frac{p_q}{\rho(0)} \right) = C_q A_q \sqrt{\frac{2}{p_q - p_z}} \tag{9}
\]

Through force analysis on valve assembly, the force balance equation can be obtained as:

\[
\frac{\pi d_q^2}{4} p_z + \rho \frac{d^2 x_q}{dt^2} = \frac{\pi d_a^2}{4} p_q - m_q \frac{d^2 x_q}{dt^2} - f_{q0} - k_q x_q = 0 \tag{10}
\]

Note: \( x_{tap} \) is the distance from the base of the cone to the buffer hole; \( \alpha \) is the cone angle; \( l_c \) is the cone length; \( d_h \) is the inner diameter of the buffer hole; \( d_q \) is the diameter of valve plunger; \( d_a \) is the relative diameter of plunger.
3.5 Mathematical model for the oil cylinder of regulator

According to the continuity equation of fluids, the flow change $Q_a$ induced by plunger motions in the oil cylinder of regulator can be described as:

$$Q_a = \begin{cases} \frac{dx_a}{dt}, & p_a > p_i, \\ 0, & x_a = A \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where, $x_a$ is the displacement of regulator plunger; $d_a$ is the diameter of regulator plunger; $p_a$ is the instantaneous pressure in the oil cylinder of plunger; $A$ is the adjustable range of the plunger.

Next, the mass of regulator plunger $m_{a1}$ and the mass of regulator spring $m_{a2}$ were converted into a lumped mass $m_a = m_{a1} + \frac{1}{3} m_{a2}$ of the plunger assembly. Through force analysis on regulator plunger, the force balance equation can be obtained as:

$$\frac{m_a}{4} \frac{d^2x_a}{dt^2} - f_{a0} - k_a x_a = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

where, $f_{a0}$ and $k_a$ are the preload and stiffness of plunger spring, respectively.

3.6 Mathematical model for the oil supply

The oil flow $Q_s$ from the oil supply to the VVT system via the check valve can be expressed as:

$$Q_s = \begin{cases} C_s A_s \sqrt{\frac{2(p_i - p_s)}{\rho}}, & p_s \leq p_i, \\ 0, & p_s > p_i \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

where, $C_s$ is the flow coefficient; $A_s$ is the flow area of the check valve; $p_s$ is the instantaneous oil pressure of the system; $p_i$ is the initial oil pressure of the system.

4. SIMULATION MODEL

Based on the above mathematical models, a simulation model was established on AMESim to analyse and optimize the motion parameters of the hydraulic VVT system. As shown in Fig. 4, the simulation model includes a control subsystem (red), a hydraulic subsystem (blue and brown), and a mechanical subsystem (green). During the simulation, the cam drive was controlled by motor signals to adjust the engine speed. Besides, the adjustment of the limit rod was simulated by controlling the displacement of a mass block.

Figure 4: The AMESim simulation model for the target hydraulic VVT system.
The main parameters (Table I) of the AMESim simulation model were determined based on the physical parameters of the system and the mathematical models of the system.

Table I: The main parameters for AMESim simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$m_t$ (g)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>$d_e$ (mm)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_q$ (g)</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>$l_{g_1}$ (mm)</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_a$ (g)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>$l_{g_2}$ (mm)</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{p0}$ (N)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>$l_{g_3}$ (mm)</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{q0}$ (N)</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>$V_{c_3}$ (mm³)</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{a0}$ (N)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>$\rho$ (g/mm³)</td>
<td>870×10⁻⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_t$ (N/mm)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$\xi$ (°)</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_q$ (N/mm)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>$\alpha$ (°)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_a$ (N/mm)</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>$c_r$ (mm)</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_t$ (mm)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>$l_1$ (mm)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_q$ (mm)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>$c_r$ (mm)</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. ANALYSIS OF SIMULATION RESULTS

Fig. 5 presents the simulated crank angle-valve lift curves of the lift phase at the engine speed ($n$) of 1,000 rpm. With the growth in the adjustable range of the regulator, the leading angle, lagging angle and lift of the valve gradually decreased. The simulated trend is consistent with the valve adjustment function of the target system.

![Figure 5: Simulated crank angle-valve lift curves of the lift phase at n = 1,000 rpm.](image)

Fig. 6 compares the simulated curves with the test curves. The comparison shows that the measured valve phases were basically the same as the simulated phases. The measured valve lift curves agreed well with the simulated curves: in the lift phase, the measured valve lift curves largely overlapped the simulated curves; in the return phase, the measured instantaneous lift curves were slightly below the simulated curves. Despite a slight difference between measured and simulated instantaneous oil pressures, the measured oil pressure curves had similar trends as the simulated curves. In addition, the crank angles and oil pressures corresponding to the peaks and valleys of the test curves were close to those of the simulated curves.
The slight differences between simulated and test curves are attributable to the small oil leakage in the system, the machining errors of the parts, and the difference in oil pressure settings. (1) During the operation, it is inevitable for the system to have a certain amount of oil leakage. The leakage was not considered in our simulation model, because the leakage is very small, and the oil in the system is replenished before the next cycle. As a result, the measured lift is slightly smaller than the simulated lift in the return phase. (2) The cam profile and buffer cavity in our simulation are slightly different from those in the early tests, due to the machining errors of the components. (3) The oil pressure is constant in the simulation model, while that in the early tests has certain fluctuations.

To sum up, the simulated results are in good agreement with the test results, indicating that our simulation model is reliable and conducive to parameter analysis and optimization of valve motions.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper establishes mathematical models and a simulation model for a novel hydraulic VVT system, in the light of oil compressibility, pressure loss of pipeline, buffer mechanism of the valve, and regulator properties. Then, the target hydraulic VVT system was simulated on AMESim. The following conclusions were drawn through the simulation:

(1) The simulation model satisfies the requirements on the performance analysis of the hydraulic VVT system, and can effectively simulate the motions, kinetic parameters, and hydraulic parameters of the target system.

(2) The comparison between simulated results and early test results shows that: The measured valve lift curves agreed well with the simulated curves. Despite a slight difference
between measured and simulated instantaneous oil pressures, the measured oil pressure curves had similar trends as the simulated curves. In addition, the crank angles and oil pressures corresponding to the peaks and valleys of the test curves were close to those of the simulated curves.

(3) The slight differences between simulated and test curves are attributable to the small oil leakage in the system, the machining errors of the parts, and the difference in oil pressure settings.

(4) The simulated results are in good agreement with the test results, indicating that our simulation model is reliable and conducive to parameter analysis and optimization of valve motions.
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